
„ ... By letting the interested observer witness the atmosphere of a creative process, a special symbosis between the artist and the cultural 
public is iminent. In this locality, the participating artists presented their works in a fascinating way. Specific questioning and interesting 
interchanges coupled with artistic jargon was the essence. Observation, searching, questioning, and self reflection are the planned 
stimmulus for the beholder. The daring thin red line between the popular artistic positions and the conceptual functioning of middle 
aged and young artists, will be decisive  for future presentations.“

(Peter Zimmer, MDR Culture Editor, first Ways of Art Lounge, 2006 in Leipzig)
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® WAYS OF ART   The art label was founded in 2005 by Leipzig-based artists Clemens Gerstenberger and Dietrich Gnüchtel. 
®The Ways of Art  is a four day sales exhibition in Leipzig for artists practicing applied and liberal art, as well as designers and 

institutions representing these disciplines, to show their work. 
®The goal of the exhibition is to put art and design into a mutual context for the art interested individual. Ways of Art  emphasizes its 

concept of combining harmoniously blended individual or context-based spatial concepts. By arranging the lounge participant's objects, 
pictures or works according to different themes and variations, the visitor can find new ways to identify with the work presented. 
The exclusivity of the art label is underlined by its initiators, who have nationally and internationally well established reputations. 

®Ways of Art  gives different artists, who wish to carry the ideals of the label, the opportunity to show their works at the regularly 
®occurring Ways of Art . National and international artists and designers are given a platform to introduce themselves to 

Leipzig, an aspiring art metropolis.

GENERAL INFORMATION  All  Lounges are held under the patronage of a personality from economics, culture or 
politics. To convey the exhibitions vision, venues in Leipzig's city center  or on the city's culture islands are used.
At every  Lounge an art poster, designed by the participants of the lounge, is auctioned for a charitable cause.
On the evening before the last day of exhibition, a VIP Night (Finissage) is hosted for invited guests.
Every participant receives six complementary tickets to hand out at one's own discretion . The Vernissage will be entered into regional 
and interregional portals under the category Art / Event. The VIP Night's evening program includes the auctioning of the poster, a 
sparkling wine reception, presentations and musical accompaniment (Jazz or Classical) for the evening, as well as snacks and 
refreshments. 
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PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS
APPLICATION

BOOTH DESIGN

PUBLICATION

COSTS

ACCOUNTABILITY/SAFETY

SELECTION FOR PARTICIPATION / JURY

SCHEDULE

 The request for proposal is international. It is directed at artisans and designers of all branches.  The participants of the 
 Lounge are decided by a panel of experts. Anyone, ranging from companies, to individuals and groups can apply. The 

submitted works by group applicants are judged individually.
To apply you must supply the completely filled out application form, a short biography, an explanation of your work and the submitted 
image materials . Five professional and expressive photographs are mandatory. These images should reflect the applicant's current style 
of work and should also be in line with the intended, for-sale exhibits. Only printable picture formats will be admitted for the jury's 
consideration. Please add the appropriate specifications to the pictured works.
Following selection for the  Lounge, the application documents and pictures can be used for advertising the event. 
Therefore, the copyrights to the pictures must belong to the applicant.
For documentation purposes, the application materials enter the possession of , unless specified otherwise in the 
application. Other, non-specified materials sent with the application will not be considered by the jury.  The application documents can 
not be sent back to their respective owners.
The exhibiting area is dependent on the size of the space available. On average about 8 - 10 square meters are supplied to each 
participants to exhibit around 5 - 9 objects.  For every  Lounge a pre-designed arrangement concept is established by a 
nationally and internationally experienced, competent personality.  The main objective of the arrangement concept is the spacial 
visualization and the theme based blending of the pieces to be exhibited. The overall concept is to be backed by all participants. 
Furthermore the participant will appear on the Ways of Art website under the category "Members" and have a link leading to their 
website.
Applicants belonging to trade associations ( German Crafts Association, etc.) are preferred candidates. The accepted participation is 
binding and obligates the participant to pay the mandatory fees.

 Within the scope of the  Lounge, the host offers the following services: an exhibiting space assigned by 
the host, a mandatory labeling of all booths, a basic supply of electricity and light, as well as seating. Depending on the availability, 
podiums and similar presentational elements will be supplied by the host.  The host's sovereignty concerning the overall spacial concept 
must be accepted by the participant. The attaching of objects to the ceiling and walls must be discussed with the host.  The host 
emphasizes a consistent overall aesthetic appearance of the  Lounge. The participants, or the representatives of 
companies and groups, must personally be present at their booth.

A catalogue will be published for the  Lounge. Every participant will be represented with a picture of one of 
their works, a short biography and their artistic approach. Each participant has two pages DL quer (201 x 98 mm) to their disposal. All 
participants will be given one copy of the catalogue, as well as 100  Lounge commercial postcards for personal use.

 

 The participant acts in accordance to the general house rules, when in the space occupied by the 
 Lounge. The person causing damage to the building, the fixed inventory and supplied presentational equipment, will be held 

responsible. The exhibitor is responsible for the safety of their booth. The host is exempt from liability for damaged exhibited works, as 
well as culpable negligence on behalf of the exhibitors and their employees, regarding property damage and damage to persons.  
Outside of opening hours the exhibition space is not secured through an alarm system.

 Lounge

We., 21. October 2015, 
Th., 22. October 2015, 10.00 am - 7.00 pm Exhibition
Fr., 23. October 2015, 10.00 am - 7.00 pm Exhibition
Sa., 24. October 2015, 10.00 am - 7.00 pm Exhibition

Su., 25. October 2015, 10.00 am - 4.00 pm Exhibition
Disassembly of the booths from 4.00 pm onwards and on Mo., 26. October 2015 until 5.00 pm.
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The participant bears the costs for travel, delivery and pick-up of their works, housing, meals, and insurance.  The participant 

®agrees to pay a fee of 350 Euro including tax, when his Ways of Art  membership is approved. Accepted group applications will receive 
an individual quote.  The fee includes a fixed amount for the exhibition space, part of the promotion cost and a contribution to the 
production cost of the catalogue. The letter of acceptance to the Ways of Art Lounge acts as an acceptance of the terms and conditions 
for participation by the applicant. A withdrawal from these terms and conditions is not possible.

Ways of 
®Art

®Clemens Gerstenberger and Dietrich Gnüchtel, protagonists of the Ways of Art , 
appoint a panel of experts, which works voluntarily and can continue work even if, in case of short notice, its members are not in quorum. 
The jury's decision on acceptance and non-acceptance of participants will be announced by the end of August.

 

 

 

10.00 am - 5.00 pm Booth assembly

Sa., 24. October 2015, 7.00 pm - 00.00 am VIP Night (Finissage)


